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DETAILED ACTION

Notice to Applicant

1 . This communication is in response to the application filed on 03/10/04. Claims 1-

19 are pending.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

2. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set

forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and

the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

3. Claims 1-9, and 18-19 are rejected under 35 U.S. C. 103 (a) as unpatentable

over Hurta et al. (US 6, 317,721) in view of Anderson et al. (6,608,551).

(A) As per claim 1 , Hurta discloses a radio frequency (rf) transaction securing system

comprising: a radio frequency identification (RFID) transaction device (See Hurta, Col. 5,

lines 49-58; Col. 7, lines 43-55), including: a RF operable transaction device transponder

(See Hurta, Col. 3, lines 30-50); a transaction device processor in communication with

said transponder (See Hurta, Col. 5, lines 49-57).

Hurta does not explicitly disclose a transaction device database in communication with

said transaction device processor;

a transactions counter in communication with said transaction device processor, said

counter including a total transactions counted value.

However, these features are known in the art, as evidenced by Anderson. In
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particular, Anderson suggests a transaction device database in communication with

said transaction device processor (See Anderson, Col. 3, lines 1-42); a transactions

counter in communication with said transaction device processor, said counter including

a total transactions counted value (See Anderson, Col. 5, lines 21-54).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to have included the feature of Anderson within the system of Hurta with the

motivation of providing a wireless data communications system which includes at least

one portable device, such as a wireless data collection terminal, which is equipped with

a programmable RFID tag (See Anderson, Col.1, lines 46-48).

(B) As per claim 2, Hurta discloses a system wherein said transaction device

database stores at least one of a transaction device authentication tag and an

encrypted transaction device identifier (See Hurta, Col.3, lines 1-12; Col. 5, lines 1-25).

(C) As per claim 3, Hurta discloses a system further including a RFID reader

operable to receive transaction device information from said transaction device via RF

communications, said RFID reader comprising: a RF operable reader transponder (See

Hurta, Col. 5, lines 3-41); and a reader processor in communication with said

transponder (See Hurta, Col. 6, lines 15-40).

(D) As per claim 4, Hurta discloses a system wherein said RFID reader provides an

interrogation signal for interrogating said transaction device (See Hurta, Col .6, lines 15-
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(E) As per claim 5, Anderson discloses a system, wherein said counter increments

said total transactions value a predetermined value to be incremented in response to

said interrogation signal, said counter further providing said incremented total

transactions value to said transaction device processor (See Anderson, Fig. 3; Fig.4;

Col.2, lines 5-29; Col.5, lines 20-44).

The motivation for combining the respective teachings of Hurta and Anderson are

as discussed in the rejection of claim 1 above, and incorporated herein.

(F) As per claim 6, Anderson discloses a system wherein said transaction device

database provides said transaction device authentication tag and said transaction

device encrypted identifier to said transaction device processor in response to said

interrogation signal (See Anderson, Col.2, lines 5-29).

The motivation for combining the respective teachings of Hurta and Anderson are

as discussed in the rejection of claim 1 above, and incorporated herein.

(G) As per claim 7, Anderson discloses a system wherein said processor provides at

least one of said transaction device authentication tag, said transaction device

encrypted identifier, and said incremented total transactions counted value to said

transaction device transponder, said transaction device transponder for providing to

said RFID reader transponder via RF communications (See Anderson, 5, lines 20-46).
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The motivation for combining the respective teachings of Hurta and Anderson are as

discussed in the rejection of claim 1 above, and incorporated herein.

(H) As per claim 8, Anderson discloses a system wherein said RFID reader further

comprises a reader database in communication with said reader processor (See

Anderson, Col.3, lines 33-42).

The motivation for combining the respective teachings of Hurta and Anderson are

as discussed in the rejection of claim 1 above, and incorporated herein.

(I) As per claim 9, Anderson discloses a system wherein said reader database

stores a reader authentication tag, said reader database further providing said reader

authentication tag to said reader processor (See Anderson, Col.3, lines 33-42).

The motivation for combining the respective teachings of Hurta and Anderson are

as discussed in the rejection of claim 1 above, and incorporated herein.

(J) As per claim 18, Hurta discloses a method for securing Radio Frequency (RF)

transactions comprising the steps of: providing an interrogation signal for interrogating a

RF transaction device including a RF operable transaction device transponder (See

Hurta, Col.3, lines 30-50).

Hurta does not explicitly disclose providing a counter for counting the total

transactions completed with the RF transaction device; incrementing the counter value

a predetermined incremental value when a transaction request is provided, thereby
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providing the total number of transactions completed with the transaction device; and

approving a transaction based on the value of the total number of transactions

completed.

However, these features are known in the art, as evidenced by Anderson. In

particular, Anderson suggests providing a counter for counting the total transactions

completed with the RF transaction device; incrementing the counter value a

predetermined incremental value when a transaction request is provided, thereby

providing the total number of transactions completed with the transaction device (See

Anderson, Col.5, lines 21-54); and approving a transaction based on the value of the

total number of transactions completed (See Anderson, Col.5, lines 1-44).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to have included the feature of Anderson within the system of Hurta with the

motivation of providing a wireless data communications system which includes at least

one portable device, such as a wireless data collection terminal, which is equipped with

a programmable RFID tag (See Anderson, Col.1, lines 46-48).

(K) As per claim 19, Hurta discloses a method of completing a secure Radio

Frequency transaction comprising: providing a RFID transaction device (See Hurta,

Col.3, lines 30-50).

Hurta does not explicitly disclose that a counter for counting the number of

transactions completed with the device; and approving a transaction based on the

number of transactions completed with the device.
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However, these features are known in the art, as evidenced by Anderson. In

particular, Anderson suggests a counter for counting the number of transactions

completed with the device (See Anderson, Col. 5, lines 21-54); and approving a

transaction based on the number of transactions completed with the device (See

Anderson, Col. 5, lines 1-44).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to have included the feature of Anderson within the system of Hurta with the

motivation of providing a wireless data communications system which includes at least

one portable device, such as a wireless data collection terminal, which is equipped with

a programmable RFID tag (See Anderson, Col.1, lines 46-48).

4. Claims 1 0-1 7 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) as being unpatentable over

Hurta et al. (6,317,721) in view of Anderson et al. (6,608,551) as applied to claims 1-9

and 18-19 above, and further in view of Walker et al. (5,945,653).

(A) As per claim 10, Hurta and Anderson disclose all the limitations above.

The combination of Hurta and Anderson does not explicitly disclose a system further

comprising: a merchant point of sale (POS) device in communication with said RFID

reader; and an account issuer in communication with said POS via a network.

However, this feature is known in the art, as evidenced by Walker. In particular,

Walker suggests that a system further comprising: a merchant point of sale (POS)

device in communication with said RFID reader (See Walker, Col. 9, lines 23-64); and an
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account issuer in communication with said POS via a network (See Walker, Col. 9, lines

23-64).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to have included the feature of Walker within the collective teachings of

Anderson and Hurta with the motivation of providing a merchant which could utilize the

same to purchase the use of store-based functions, from selected credit card issuers,

that allows the merchant to offer specific purchase incentives to selected customers at

the store, in an ad-hoc manner (See Walker, Col. 5, lines 1-8).

(B) As per claim 1 1 , Anderson discloses a system wherein said RFID reader

provides at least one of said transaction device authentication tag, said transaction

device encrypted identifier, and said incremented total transactions counted value and

said reader authentication tag to said POS, said POS forming a transaction request

including transaction completion information and at least one of said transaction device

authentication tag, said transaction device encrypted identifier, and said incremented

total transactions counted value, and said reader authentication tag, said POS providing

said transaction request to said account issuer (See Anderson, Col. 5, lines 21-54).

The motivation for combining the respective teachings of Hurta and Anderson are

as discussed in the rejection of claim 1 above, and incorporated herein.

(C) As per claim 12, Anderson discloses a system wherein said account issuer
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evaluates the validity of said transaction device in accordance with the total transactions

counted value received (See Anderson, Col.5, lines 20-54).

The motivation for combining the respective teachings of Hurta and Anderson are

as discussed in the rejection of claim 1 above, and incorporated herein.

(D) As per claim 13, Walker discloses a system wherein said account issuer provides

approval for transaction completion to said POS when said total transactions counted

value is less than a predetermined maximum transactions value (See Walker, Col 16,

lines 10-43), and wherein said account issuer disallows the completion of a transaction

when said total transactions counted value is greater than said maximum transactions

value (See Walker, Col. 15, lines 37-67).

The motivation for combining the respective teachings of Hurta and Anderson are

as discussed in the rejection of claim 1 above, and incorporated herein.

(E) As per claim 14, Hurta discloses a system wherein said account issuer evaluates

the validity of said transaction device in accordance with the transaction device

authentication tag received (Hurta, Col.5, lines 1-41; Col. 6, lines 16-40).

(F) As per claim 15, Hurta discloses a system wherein said account issuer evaluates

the validity of said RFID reader in accordance with the reader authentication tag

received (See Hurta, Col.5, lines 1-41; Col.6, lines 16-40).
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(G) As per claim 16, Hurta discloses a system wherein said account issuer provides

approval for transaction completion to said POS when said transaction device

authentication tag is validated (See Hurta, Col.5, lines 1-41).

(H) As per claim 17, Hurta discloses a system wherein said account issuer provides

approval for transaction completion to said POS when said reader authentication tag is

validated (See Hurta, Col.5, lines 1-41).

Conclusion
5. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

applicant's disclosure. The cited but not the applied art teaches online card present

transaction (2002/0133467) and extended range infrared communications (ERIC) for an

infrared associated (IRDA) compliant portable device (6,944,402).

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to VANEL FRENEL whose telephone number is (571)272-

6769. The examiner can normally be reached on 6:30am-5:00pm.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Matthew S. Gart can be reached on 571-272-3955. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

A/anel Frenel/

Examiner, Art Unit 3687

May 7, 2008


